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goal

why
We live for that moment when our

client unlocks the oracles in his or

her own soul, that lead to a

powerful and satisfied life both now

and down the road.

OUR

We're here to help to make the dark

places light and the blurry places clear.

Through coaching and facilitation, we

partner with clients to uncover the most

authentic and inspired version of your

truth (we call it a goal). Then we go after

it together.

OUR
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DOGEN

If you cannot find

the truth right

where you are,

where else can you

find it?



me?IS THIS FOR

What is coaching not.
Life Coaching is not therapy, counseling, advice giving, mental healthcare, or behavioral

treatment. Coaching is not intended as a replacement for counseling, psychiatric

interventions, treatment for mental illness, recovery from past abuse, professional

medical advise, financial assistance, legal counsel, or other licensed professional service.

If you are basically well adjusted, emotionally healthy, functioning fairly effectively, and

want to make improvements in your life, Coaching is for you.

What does Life Coaching do?
Life Coaching focuses on exactly what you want to achieve. Areas may include (but are

not limited to) personal foundation or development, spiritual growth, lifestyle

management, life balance or productivity, decision-making and goal-setting, In safe and

non-judgmental space,  the Life Coach will help you set short-term or long-term goals,

then keep you focused and accountable to the goals you set together.

What happens during a coaching session?
Each session starts with a review of the actions set in the last session, and a look at

progress. A session goal is then established to clearly define what you want to achieve

by the end of that session. This may involve brainstorming, values clarification, written

assignments, watching or listening to media, education, action planning, agreement to

change behavior, examining lifestyle and questioning... lots of questioning. 

How long are the coaching sessions?
Life Coaching sessions last about 40-60 minutes. These sessions can be arranged weekly,

bi-weekly or monthly; whatever suits you.

How many Life Coaching sessions will I need?
This depends on what you want to achieve and how quickly you want to get there. Most

people come to a Coach with a life-changing goal in mind. In that case, we break it

down into smaller goals to be achieved at each session. It may take as few as 6 sessions,

and for others it will be more. It is a personal decision based individual goals.

What about the Faith part?
A client's belief-system is a cornerstone for his or her thought-life. A Coach works with

the client to achieve clarity and purpose as it relates to this essential building block. This

helps to set GREAT goals with confidence and conviction. We don't have to believe the

same, but as partners in the work, we need to understand what we believe.
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Calendar your Coaching sessions as well as your

independent work. 

Start your Life Coaching Plan and start working toward

your goals with weekly reviews on progress.

Meet online or in-person with your assigned Life Coach

and work together to create your personalized Plan. 

Complete Client Coaching worksheets and identify

areas on which you want to focus.

HOW IT works



Primary Services Are:

1:1 Coaching
The only diversions are the
ones YOU permit. Custom-
tailored coaching all about

you.

Group Coaching
Prefer the company of

others? Choose from an
array of topics. Just pick &

join!

Maintenance
See memberships to learn

about our a la carte menu of
services.

servicesOUR
There's more to choose from than you may've expected. Deepen your

awareness by joining a workshop or downloading an activity guide.

Enroll in an online or group session. Ask for the a la carte menu to

select from a number of add-on services and tools.



 2 hrs. non-session support

90-DAY  GOALS

$185
PER MONTH 

3x/Month plus Plans are customized
to client goals

Inquire for

Rates

CUSTOMIZED6  -  8  SESSIONS

Weekly or EO week
up to 60 mins. non-session support

PER SESSION

$75

Consider our weekly, monthly or annual subscription options. Then pick

and choose which suits you and your lifestyle best.

guidePRICING

2023



An initial 60 or 90-minute Get To Know You welcome

session with your Life Coach.

Six, eight or ten 40-60-minute face-to-face coaching
sessions following the content set out in your Plan.

An all-access pass to curated resources and tools in the

Members' Area*

A dedicated website showcasing tips, tutorials and success

stories*

A supportive community of professionals and like-minded

people.*

Your Life Coach will work with you to create your personalized Life

Coaching Plan. During this plan you can expect:

WHAT YOU get

*as subscription or plan purchase provides



Attend each session on time and be ready to approach the work with
effort and motivation.

An open and motivated mindset and enthusiasm to work with the
Life Coach to achieve the goals in your Plan.

Trust the Life Coach's judgment in the best way to implement the Life
Coaching Plan goals.

Be open to changes in the goals laid out in the Life Coaching Plan as
the coaching sessions progress.

WHAT WE'LL NEEDfrom you



cheat sheetCOACHING

Use this cheat sheet to prepare for our first coaching session. Use the

ideas to think about what you'd like to discuss in your session. 

POSITIVE EVENTS IN YOUR LIFE:HOW YOU FEEL ABOUT:

achievements

challenges overcome

changes you've been through

learning and insights

times of joy

opportunities

 

yourself

your relationships

finances

work and career

habits and attitudes

health and fitness

motivation & energy levels

FUTURE EVENTS:

AREAS WHERE HELP IS NEEDED: OTHER AREAS 

ANY NEGATIVES IN YOUR LIFE:

commitments

travels

meetings

goals and aspirations

new opportunities

visits

commitments

travels

meetings

goals and aspirations

new opportunities

visits

use this space to note down any

other areas you'd like to discuss

disappointments

difficult decisions

not achieving/failing

concerns

disagreements

worries and anxieties

 

 



We'd love to chat...
HOW YOU CAN CONTACT US:
Email at findme@nikkiparris.com

OUR OFFICE HOURS
By appointment only. Go online to www.nikkiparris.com and select the

Coaching tab to schedule online.

CONTACT US


